ABSTRACT Aiming at the problem of lacking efficient distributed fault tolerant mechanism for data explosion in the distributed distribution power automation system, based on the record-level fault tolerance of a resilient distributed dataset (RDD) and micro-batch computing, a new lineage chain mark (LCM) faulttolerant method is proposed. Using the distribution power network monitoring dataset as cache object, the programming model based on the micro-batch processing framework is comprehensively used to design the topology example of the distribution power network monitoring data, which can shorten the derivative chain of RDD. This paper takes the monitoring data in a dispatching and monitoring system of the Shijiazhuang-Dezhou distribution power network as the data source, which has deployed a flow calculation test cluster of one primary node and three working nodes. Taking the most frequent fault of single data node failure condition as an example, the test results based on 3 million monitoring data in RDD show that, the CPU usage volatility of this model in cluster nodes was less than 1.5%, the network consumption of read and write execution is decreased by about 3.1% and 5.0%, respectively, compared with the original model, and the disk usage was reduced by 4.2%; the iterative test shows that the number of iterations is positively correlated with the computational time, which is consistent with the calculation formula for the worst execution time of the lineage chain labeling model. When the number of iterations is more than 400, the greater the number of iterations, the more significant the LCM method improves the performance of the calculation. The results show that the long pedigree chain can be cut off by using the pedigree chain marker sequence, so that multi-computer parallel processing can be carried out in the nodes, which reduces the computational overhead of iterative operation and effectively improves the performance of fault-tolerant computing.
I. INTRODUCTION
The distribution power network is at the end of the power system and directly connected with users. It has the characteristics of wide geographical distribution, large scale of power grid, multiple types of equipment, multiple network connections, and various executing modes [1] . With the advancement to a slow response of the monitoring interface, and in some serious cases, it may cause delay, omission, or false alarm of key information. If the fault tolerance performance of the dispatching and monitoring system is poor, it may cause misjudgment on decisions about failure and threaten the safety of power grid.
The technical means of data fault tolerance is mainly realized by data redundancy. There are two basic redundancy strategies: copying and erasure coding [25] . Even in the context of big data, the basic strategy of fault tolerance has not changed, but there are some changes to the big data storage at the technical level of the specific implementation. Replication-based fault-tolerant technology is to send a copy of each distribution power network data to a different storage node which uses a certain technology to keep the copy consistent, so that only a data object has a surviving copy, the distributed storage system can always run correctly. However, under the TB and PB levels of the massive data of the power grid dispatching system, there is a large storage overhead, a complex node allocation, and the delay is too high compared to the flow calculation of the full memory operation, so it is not suitable for the big data environments the of distribution power network. The second type of fault-tolerant technology based on erasure codes can store the coding blocks of data objects in different node areas [26] . In the event of a failure of the storage device, if some of the coded blocks are lost, as long as sufficient code blocks are left, the erasure code can recover the original data through the remaining code blocks [7] . Fault-tolerant code fault tolerance under massive datasets mainly falls into two categories: The first is data checkpoint technology. When a system fails, the checkpoint file stored in a reliable storage medium is used to restore the system to a specific state before the failure [6] , [7] . However, due to the complexity of the environment and node scheduling issues, data checkpoints can work well on standalone data recovery, but not in distributed cluster [8] , [9] . Also large dataset need to be replicated between machines through the network connection of the data center, but network bandwidth is often much lower than memory bandwidth, so it is not suitable for processing large datasets such as largescale real-time monitoring of big data in distribution power networks [10] .
The second category introduces a real-time fault-tolerant model for updating data records [11] - [13] . Unlike the checkpoint mechanism, which is costly, record-level fault tolerance can be used to reconstruct all lost partitions through historical operational record files [14] - [16] . Different computing frameworks have different ways of achieving record-level fault tolerance. For example, the flow computing framework Strom uses upstream data backup and message confirmation mechanisms to ensure that messages can be reprocessed after failure. Another popular stream computing framework Samza uses the persistence and offset of the message system Kafka to realize fault tolerance. Although such methods ensure that no data loss events occur, lost data may be repeated multiple times, resulting in wasted cluster resources. In addition, Spark proposes the concept of Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD) [17] , [18] . which contains the associated information derived from its parent RDD, so that the missing data partition can be reconstructed without check pointing. However, if the derivative relationship in the RDD is too long, it may lead to longer data recovery time. Since the power distribution scheduling data is affected by the power flow calculation and has strong correlation, the data recovery of the native RDD method will affect the real-time performance and operational efficiency of the dispatch monitoring system [19] , [20] . Therefore, considering a method combining data checkpoint mechanism and record-level fault tolerance is very necessary for the power distribution dispatch monitoring system, that is, when the derivative relationship of the RDD is extended to the set condition, save status information for RDD as a data checkpoint, after the system fails, the condition flag can be recovered without re-executing the derived relationship chain from the beginning, thereby reducing redundant computing overhead. In the case of adaptive decentralized fault-tolerant tracking control problem for a class of uncertain interconnected nonlinear system, we can introduce algebraic graph theory results to solve the interconnect problem considered to consider the RDD fault tolerance problem of our unfamiliar massive data types. The main body of this paper is the massive data of the distribution power network which is familiar to us. Therefore, in order to make the calculation results more realistic and faster, we will not consider algebraic graph theory [27] .
In view of this, this paper proposes a new fault-tolerant method-LCM (Lineage Chain Mark)-which can quickly restore the monitoring data failure of distribution power network. Based on the programming model of distributed microbatching computing framework, fast, reliable, and efficient distributed data fault-tolerance is realized through combining record-level fault-tolerant technique and lineage chain design skills. The conditional mark is defined on the native recordlevel fault-tolerant model. When the lineage chain extends to meet the set condition at a certain moment, the state information of the RDD is immediately saved. After the system fails, the condition mark can be recovered without re-executing the lineage chain.
By using the distribution power network monitoring datasets acquired in the distribution power automation project, a stream computing platform based on Spark framework was built on a multi-machine distributed cluster to test and verify the fault tolerance on distribution power network monitoring datasets.
II. STREAM COMPUTING OF DISTRIBUTION POWER NETWORK MONITORING BIG DATA A. BIG DATA PROCESSING OF DISTRIBUTED DISTRIBUTION POWER AUTOMATION
With the rapid growth of internal data volume and establishment of distributed intelligent measurement systems for load management, network analysis, fault processing, SCADA and MIS systems in smart distribution power network, the demand for fault tolerance of monitoring cluster data nodes is becoming more and more pressing [21] - [23] . The typical layered structure of smart distribution power network is shown in Fig. 1 . Under the background of distributed processing of massive monitoring data, the establishment of a highly reliable next generation distribution power automation cluster dispatching and monitoring system is a huge challenge for a support platform of intelligent distribution power network.
B. DISTRIBUTED MICRO-BATCHING TECHNOLOGY
Micro-batching uses resilient distributed datasets as the core data structure. Through the distributed master-slave structure shown in Fig. 3 , the micro-batching and stream computing of data nodes in dispatching and monitoring workstations are merged. There are mainly two types of nodes in a cluster, master node and worker node. On the master node runs Spark client, which is responsible for receiving monitoring data stream sent by the dispatching and monitoring client, assigning tasks to worker nodes, and monitoring the resource request from resource manager. On master node also runs resource manager, which is mainly responsible for sending the resource application of the worker node to Spark client, and then reasonably distributing the returned resource to worker nodes, and starting the executor to process tasks.
Several executors are processing on each worker node at the same time. These processes are responsible for tasks such as switching quantity deciding, over-limit analog processing, power threshold setting, and the processed monitoring data will be stored in the memory or disk. After aggregating the processing information sent by each executor, worker nodes return the final execution result to the master node where the monitoring host is located, aggregates the calculation results and complete distributed computing of the monitoring application. The transmission process of real-time information flow in distribution power network monitoring is distributed throughout the interaction processing between the distribution power network substations and their main station, providing timely real-time information for distribution power network dispatching. Thus, a fast and efficient information flow fault-tolerant mechanism is crucial for distribution power network data processing. 
III. FAULT-TOLERANT MECHANISM OF MICRO-BATCHING A. TRANSFORMATION EXECUTIONS OF RESILIENT DISTRIBUTED DATASETS
As the core data structure of the stream computing in microbatching computing framework, the resilient distributed dataset is designed as a read-only attribute, and its structure is relatively simple and uniform. For example, in the parallel computing of distribution power network monitoring data stream, the problem of data mutual exclusion may not need to consider, because RDD avoids the data read and write conflicts that may occur when the monitoring system handles multi-source heterogeneous data at the same time. Secondly, RDD's high reliability is achieved by recording enough computational executions to re-compute from the head or from a mirror when needed, rather than by checkpoints or replicating data. For instance, when the content of a certain part of data stream is invalid due to a node failure in distribution power network monitoring, it can be recovered from any record calculation process, therefore, a large amount of memory and network bandwidth resource can be saved based on the premise of ensuring that the dispatching and monitoring system has sufficient fault tolerance performance.
An example of a resilient distributed datasets conversion execution for distribution power network dispatching and monitoring system is as follows: Let the monitoring system supervise four substations {st1, st2, st3, st4}, each substation having a certain number of measurement points. It is intended to process the measured line voltage and line current values of phase A in low voltage side of the power supply arm of the {st1, st2, st3} substation. As shown in Fig. 4 , a rounded rectangle is an RDD, and the rectangle in the RDD represents each data partition, with the shadow indicating that the partition is cached. Resilient distributed datasets are generally generated in the form of pipelines. This does not apply to the application of averaging the measured line voltages and line currents and sorting by stations as shown in Fig. 4 . There are still multiple calculation tasks in the subsequent monitoring information processing which depends on the original RDD, so the previous part of RDD needs to be cached in memory to avoid repeated counting.
Various types of real-time electricity data collected by onsite terminal devices are sent to micro-batching computing frameworks via telecommunication networks, and are integrated and cached after being filtered, averaged, merged and sorted. In the line voltage processing stage in Fig. 3 , the line voltages collected by four substations {st1, st2, st3, and st4} has first been filtered by filter execution, and the line voltage values of first three stations are taken. The average value is calculated by the map execution, and the three voltage records of (st1, 231.6), (st2, 233.0), and (st3, 231.7) are obtained after being sorted by stations. In the line current processing stage, the current recording (st1, 96.9) and its partition are cached in previous calculation, so it can be put to use directly. After being sorted by substation, we get three line current records of (st1, 96.9), (st2, 97.1), (st3, 97.0). In a distributed microbatching computing cluster, the processing of line voltage and line current is performed in parallel. After the average line voltage and average line current records of substations {st1, st2, st3} are obtained, the join execution is employed to obtain three composite power records of (st1, 231.6, 96.9), (st2, 233.0, 97.1), (st3, 231.7, 97.0), which are finally execution cached into memory for subsequent calculations.
B. STREAM COMPUTING MODEL OF MICRO-BATCHING MONITORING DATA
The merits of high throughput, high fault-tolerance, and high extensibility of stream computing model of micro-batching qualifies it for data processing which has not very stringent requirement for time retardation, such as approximate-realtime data processing in distribution power networks. Distribution power network acquires monitoring data through continuous data packets, and for micro-batching stream computing, the data processing is performed in batches. Therefore, in the stream computing model, the batch interval t needs to be set in advance. When the input monitoring data stream exceeds the batch processing interval, it will be assembled into a batch of data streams with the same processing interval, which would be processed by the stream computing model, i.e., the original data stream. The window width is determined by the amount of batch data inside its window. For example, the {t3, t4, t5} window in Fig. 5 contains three batches of data. The sliding interval refers to how often the window is swiped once and a new window is formed. The window width and the sliding interval size must be integer multiples of the batch interval.
As shown in Fig. 5 , the batch interval is 1 time unit, the window width is 3 time units, and the sliding interval is 2 time units. For the initial window {t1, t2, t3}, only when the window width is 3 time units, the data processing is triggered.
After every 2 units of time, the window is swiped once and the data of the earliest two units of time are removed, and then a new window {t3, t4, t5} is formed with the new data stream flowing in the last two units of time.
The dispatching and monitoring system of distribution power network can transmit the massive real-time monitoring data streams of multi-source heterogeneous distribution power network subsystems to the stream computing model through a network socket or a message queue system. According to the pre-set batch interval t, the stream computing model divides the input monitoring data into a discrete stream (DStream) queue, and then each piece of discrete data is converted into a resilient distributed datasets in microbatching. In this way, the processing of the monitoring data stream by the stream computing model is transformed into the processing of resilient datasets. After that, according to business needs such as data visualization and multi-dimensional data analysis, it is possible to perform in-depth analysis of the accumulated monitoring data.
C. LINEAGE CHAIN FAULT-TOLERANT MECHANISM OF MONITORING DATA STREAM COMPUTING
In micro-batching, each RDD records the executions needed to recreate the dataset and tracks the inheritance relationship between its parent RDD and its child RDD. This relationship is called the lineage. For a RDD, the more historical executions it has, the longer the lineage chain is. Different from the checkpoint technique where a distributed shared memory system has to pay a high executing cost, considering the distributed cluster processing efficiency and data reliability, the micro-batching computing framework adopts the lineage chain based on record-level fault-tolerant technique, which can rebuild the lost partitions by rerunning record files. As shown in Fig. 6 , the measured line voltage record (st1, 231.2) of substation st1 is stored in the partition 0, the line voltage record (st2, 230.5) of the substation st2 is stored in the partition 1, and so on. If the dispatching and monitoring system encounters a sudden failure, such as a worker node breaks down, which results in the loss of partition 1 data in RDD 1 , then sufficient information can be obtained through the lineage chain fault-tolerant mechanism, recomputing and recovering the lost data partition from partition 1 in RDD 0 . RDD is not rewritable, which ensures the data consistency of recovery execution in distribution power network monitoring.
If the result of RDD 1 in the worker node is cached, the RDD 2 executor starts to execute tasks. Assume the partition 1 cache of RDD 1 in Fig. 6 is lost, if RDD 3 needs to be executed, the partitions 0, 2 and 3 cache in RDD 1 are still available, therefore, there is no need to execute again, which relieves some of the computing pressure. However, since partition 1 cache of RDD 1 is lost, it needs to be restarted from partition 1 of RDD 1 's parent RDD (RDD 0 ). Therefore, when the data amount processed by the dispatching and monitoring system in distribution power network is larger, the dependency relationship between RDDs becomes more complicated, and the longer the lineage chain is, the more redundant executing cost is incurred.
IV. THE LCM LINEAGE CHAIN FAULT-TOLERANT METHOD A. DISTRIBUTED LINEAGE CHAIN MARK MODEL OF STREAM COMPUTING CLUSTER
In order to avoid the extra executing cost caused by the excessive length of lineage chain in the dispatching and monitoring system of distribution power network, the conditional mark is defined on the native record-level fault-tolerant model. When the lineage chain extends to a certain moment to meet setting conditions, the status information of RDD is immediately saved. After system failure, the condition mark can be used for recovery without re-executing the lineage chain, which can reduce the frequency of resource registration applications initiated by the resource manager to Spark client and reduce redundant processing overhead.
Each lineage chain is defined by a 5-tuple
, where τ i represents the marked lineage chain, T i represents the lineage chain cycle, W i represents the lineage chain execution time, L i represents the lineage chain time limit, and n i represents the lineage chain segmentation. The n i−1 , indicates the number of conditional marks set per cycle, which means that n i−1 conditional marks divide the lineage τ i into n i segments. There is a certain processing overhead by using the conditional mark, so that C A i represents the time overhead required to perform a receive task, and C S i represents the time overhead of storing the lineage chain status information, hence the calculation time overhead for establishing a conditional mark is C i = C A i +C S i . In addition, after the data node of dispatching and monitoring system fails, the time spent on the restoration of most recent conditional mark is denoted as C R i .
1) WORST CASE EXECUTION TIME (WCET) OF SINGLE LINEAGE CHAIN MODEL
For a lineage chain set with single lineage chain 
where n i >1, C i >0. In Eq. (1), W i represents the normal operation time before the single lineage chain τ i has not set the conditional mark. (n i − 1) C i represents the time overhead of all conditional marks is established in the worst case, i.e, the single lineage chain fails until the last conditional mark is executed. C R i represents the overhead of restoring the state of single lineage chain from conditional mark. W i /n i represents the additional time of re-running single lineage chain to recover to the nearest conditional mark. C i represents the time overhead to create a conditional mark.
2) WORST CASE EXECUTION TIME (WCET) OF ORIGINAL RECORD-LEVEL FAULT-TOLERANT MODEL
If the original record-level fault-tolerant technique is used without the conditional mark, then in Eq. (1), set n i = 1, C i = 0, and the worst case execution time W ft i is:
In Eq. (2), W i represents the normal running time of the original record-level fault-tolerant model in lineage chain τ i , and C R i represents the overhead of the original record-level fault-tolerant model to restore the lineage chain state.
3) WORST CASE EXECUTION TIME (WCET) OF LINEAGE CHAIN MARK MODEL
Considering that under normal conditions, the lineage chain in Eq. (1) is not divided into equal parts equally, treating C i and C R i as constants and simplify the model by taking the maximum value: Therefore, Eq. (1) is modified, the worst case execution time W ft i of lineage chain τ i can be expressed as:
In Eq. (3), W i represents the normal running time before the lineage chain τ i has not been set with the conditional mark. W i /n i represents the additional time overhead of lineage chain renewing back to the most recent condition mark. n i C i represents the time overhead of setting up all conditional marks. C R i represents the overhead of restoring lineage chain state from conditional marks.
According to the hybrid modified fault-tolerant model of the lineage chain and conditional mark, a new distributed fault-tolerant method for distribution power network monitoring big data is proposed.
B. LINEAGE CHAIN RETROSPECTION AND CONDITIONAL MARK SELECTION
By monitoring the application programming interface in real time, a large number of different RDDs are generated, and each iteration calculation in the operation process also generates a number of intermediate RDDs. The original record-level fault-tolerant technique without setting conditional mark only saves the result of each operation, and it is easy to ignore the operation process of the intermediate RDD. However, in fact, the intermediate RDD records each operation process in detail, and is used for the next iteration calculation, as shown in Fig. 7 .
The arrow indicates the dependency relationship between two RDDs. For example, the EdgeRDD n+3 depends on the EdgeRDD n+2 and the VertexRDD m+3 . Among them, the VertexRDD is the result of each iteration calculation, and the EdgeRDD is used as the intermediate RDD, which is also used in the next iteration calculation. Tracing the lineage chain can find and save the intermediate RDD. By recalculating the intermediate RDD, we can get any RDD that was lost in a certain operation.
Without the conditional mark, the distributed memory reclaim overhead for each iteration is geometrically multiplied with the number of iterations. By setting the old data space usage rate of the virtual machine as the time threshold of the conditional mark, LCM lineage chain fault-tolerant method enables the automatic selection of conditional marks, which allows system memory usage that was dramatically increased before the first memory reclaim to be eased. In addition, because the lengthy lineage chain is cut off by conditional marks, the additional processing overhead required to maintain the integrity of lineage chain in each iteration is reduced to the level of the first iteration. In addition, the data structure of RDD has high reliability and can be reused between multiple iteration calculations, which ensures that the distributed cluster still has a favorable fault tolerance capability when the lineage chain becomes longer.
C. FAULT-TOLERANT PROCESSING OF THE LCM METHOD
After initializing network parameters and specifying the lineage chain, it is first determined whether the LCM lineage chain is an empty chain. On the premise of the valid chain, a certain resilient distributed dataset RDD n in the lineage chain is pre-marked randomly. If a pre-marked RDD n exists for a single parent RDD m , or if there are multiple parents at the same time (RDD m , RDD m+1 , RDD m+2 , . . .), a conditional mark selection decision is started on the parent RDD m , the old data space usage rate is set to the value K, the current space usage rate is set to the value T, and under the condition that T>K and the parent RDD m has not set with the conditional mark, the conditional mark setting is performed on the parent RDD m . If the parent RDD m has more than one parallel parent (RDD m+1 , RDD m+2 , . . .), then the conditional mark selection decision is continued for (RDD m+1 , RDD m+2 , . . .). The realization process of LCM lineage chain fault-tolerant method is shown in Fig. 8 .
V. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Taking the engineering data of a set of 10kV distribution network telecontrol dispatching automation monitoring system on Shijiazhuang-Dezhou Passenger Special Line as an example, the power supply diagram is shown in Figure 9 .
According to the configuration of a typical master station in the dispatching and monitoring system of ShijiazhuangDezhou railway distribution power network, one master dispatching workstation and three data servers are set up to build a four-machine cluster. Taking the data of dispatching and monitoring project of 10kV railway distribution power network as an example, in the Ubuntu 14.04 system environment, a stream computing cluster with one master node and three worker nodes is deployed, as shown in Fig. 10 .
Taking the three-phase voltage and three-phase current power information of low-voltage side in substations as input, a real-time processing is conducted by stream computing cluster in the form of continuous voltage and current queues. In the micro-batching execution aggregation calculation process, the fault tolerance and iterative performance of the stream computing cluster nodes are tested separately.
Take the data in the sampling definition table of the Shijiazhuang-Dezhou Passenger Special Line as an example. The sample table consists of fields such as SampleOrder, DescName, RTUNo, ID, SampleValue, Unit, Validity, DataType,and etc. The sampling interval can be queried according to Figure 11 , where DescName can be changed according to the change of sample interval. The specific DescName needs to be queried in the sample table so that the two tables can be connected. The sampling definition table is shown in Fig 11 and the telemetry history table is shown in Figure 12 .
A. NODE FAILURE TEST
Using 3 million monitoring data records as input of four machine distributed stream computing cluster, the node failure test was performed on the original record-level faulttolerant model and the LCM lineage chain fault-tolerant model to simulating data node failures in the dispatching and monitoring system of distribution power network. The CPU usage of the master node, the cluster network IO consumption, and the master node disk usage rate within 30 minutes were tested to test the effectiveness of the LCM lineage chain fault-tolerant method.
1) COMPARISON OF MASTER NODE CPU USAGE
Under the conditions of normal executing and number of downtime nodes 1, 2, and 3, the CPU usage of the original record-level fault-tolerant model and the LCM lineage chain fault-tolerant model are tested, and the test results are shown in Fig. 13 .
From Fig. 13 , it can be concluded that in the singlenode failure, i.e., the number of downtime nodes is 1, the impact on the CPU usage rate is relatively small. When a single-node failure occurs in the original record-level faulttolerant method and the LCM method, their average CPU usage increases by only 2.7% and 1.5% compared with the normal operating status, indicating that the micro-batching computing framework has favorable fault tolerance performance for single-node failure conditions. In the case of two or three downtime nodes, since the core data structure of a distributed cluster RDD itself has high reliability and can be reused between multiple calculations, the LCM lineage chain fault-tolerant model reduces the average CPU usage by 2.7% and 2.5% respectively. In summary, the LCM method can improve the CPU usage of the original fault-tolerant technique.
2) COMPARISON OF CLUSTER NETWORK IO CONSUMPTION
Under the conditions of normal operation and number of downtime nodes 1, 2, and 3, the network IO consumption of the original record-level fault-tolerant model and the LCM lineage chain fault-tolerant model is tested, and the test results are shown in Fig. 14 .
From Fig. 14 , it can be seen that the node failure has little impact on the read IO of the cluster network. In the original record-level fault-tolerant model and the LCM fault-tolerant model, the read IO only increases by 8.5% and 4.5% for every additional downtime node compared to the normal operating status. After the node failure, the frequency of resource registration applications initiated by the resource manager to the Spark client increased, and the impact of the number of downtime nodes on the write IO is significantly greater than that of the read IO. After using the LCM fault-tolerant model, the read and write network IO consumption dropped by 3.1% and 5.0% respectively, indicating that the LCM method can improve the impact of downtime on the cluster network IO. 
3) COMPARISON OF MASTER NODE DISK USAGE
Under the conditions of normal operation and downtime node number 1, 2, and 3, the disk usage of the original record-level fault-tolerant model and the LCM lineage chain fault-tolerant model are tested, and the results are shown in Fig. 15 . Fig. 15 shows that the disk usage rate is positively related to the number of downtime nodes. The more the downtime nodes are, the more disk resources of worker node applies to the master node. Compared to the average disk usage, the weighted average (WAVG) can more accurately reflect the actual busyness of the disk. In the case where the number of downtime nodes is 0, 1, 2, and 3, after using the LCM faulttolerant model, the weighted average of disk usage drops by 4.2%, 3.6%, 3.4%, and 2.8% respectively, which shows that the LCM lineage chain fault-tolerant method can improve the disk usage of distributed stream computing cluster and save some extra processing overhead. 
B. ITERATIVE PERFORMANCE TEST
Four-machine distributed stream computing cluster with 3 millions and 6 millions monitoring data records as input, in the distributed cluster, the aggregated calculations such as filtering, averaging, merging, and sorting are performed on the low side three-phase voltage and three-phase current information of the selected example. The iterative calculations of the original record-level fault tolerant model and the LCM lineage chain fault-tolerant model are recorded respectively, and the obtained test results are shown in Fig. 16 . From Fig. 16 , it can be concluded that the number of iterations is positively correlated with the computational time overhead, which is consistent with the positive correlation between n i and W ft i in Eq. (3). In the first 400 iterations, the computational time overhead of the original record-level fault-tolerant model is slightly lower than that of the LCM fault-tolerant model because of the conditional mark time overhead of C i , and C R i . After more than 400 iterations, the larger the number of iterations is, the more significant increase in computing performance of LCM method will be. The iterations number of the micro-batching computing framework can truly reflect the complexity of lineage chain. The larger the number of iterations is, the more complex the dependency relationship between RDDs is, and the longer the lineage chain is.
When 3 millions monitoring data records are entered, W i = 3236.4, and 3 conditional marks are set, the lineage chain τ i is divided into 4 segments, i.e, n i = 4, so C i = 10, C R i = 20, and it is calculated according to Eq. (3), the worst case execution time of the last conditional mark in lineage chain is approximately 4105.5s, i.e, the worst execution time for each iteration is approximately 4.1s. When the number of iterations is 600 and 800, the LCM fault-tolerant model reduces computing time by 24.3% and 42.9% respectively. In summary, the LCM fault-tolerant method uses the lineage chain mark to cut the lengthy lineage chain and perform multi-machine parallel processing in the cluster node, which reduces the additional computational time overhead of iterative operations and can effectively improve the fault-tolerant computing performance.
C. SPEED-UP RATIO TEST
In order to measure the parallel processing performance of different data in the distributed cluster environment, a speedup ratio index is defined. The speed-up ratio is the ratio of the time spent in running the same task in the stand-alone computing environment and the cluster computing environment. In the case of a unified input monitoring data volume of 1 GB, this test calculates the speed-up ratio of four different types of monitoring data by changing the number of nodes, and the calculation formula is as follows:
T 1 represents the running time of LCM model in the case of a single node, and T m represents the running time of LCM model in the case that m nodes input the amount of monitoring data in the same size. Under the condition of inputting 1GB of monitoring data, the relationship between the speedup ratio of distribution power network data, PM2.5 data, broadcast data, bank data and the number of monitoring cluster nodes is shown in Fig. 17 .
In the test results, with the increase of the cluster nodes number, the parallel processing performance of the stream computing cluster is enhanced, and the increase of the distribution power network data speed-up ratio is most significant.
While the data correlation between other types of datasets are not as strong as the distribution power network data, in this case, the optimization effect of the LCM model is not as good as that of the highly correlated distribution power network data, which reflects the applicability of the LCM model proposed in this paper to the distribution power network data.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Using the distributed micro-batching programming model to build stream computing cluster, and the designing skills of record-level fault-tolerant technique and lineage chain mark are combined. This paper proposes a new fault-tolerant method of LCM lineage chain mark based on massive monitoring data of distribution power network data. Since the lengthy chain of lineages is cut off by conditional markers, the additional computational overhead required to maintain link integrity between stages of the lineage chain in each iteration is reduced to the level of the first iteration. In addition, because the RDD data structure itself has high reliability and can be reused among multiple calculations, it ensures that the distributed cluster still has good fault tolerance when the lineage chain becomes longer. By comparing the LCM faulttolerant model with the original record-level fault-tolerant model in distributed cluster, the validity of fault-tolerant method of the LCM lineage chain mark is verified.
Taking the dispatching and monitoring datasets in 10kV distribution power network data as an example, the cluster node failure test in stream computing of micro-batching and iterative performance test are performed. The results show that when dealing with sudden data node failures, the LCM lineage chain fault-tolerant method can not only reduce the average CPU usage, network IO consumption, and disk usage of cluster computing nodes, but also reduce the computational time overhead of iterative computing.
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